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Purpose: To investigate the differences in parameters related to angle configuration and lens position in patients with cortical age- 
related cataract by ultrasound biomicroscopy (UBM) in different body positions.
Methods: Prospective study with 55 patients with cortical age-related cataract proposed for phacoemulsification, examined using 
a Compact Touch STS UBM (Quantel Medical, France). UBM bag/balloon technology was applied to measure the central anterior 
chamber depth (ACD) and lens vault (LV) in horizontal and vertical orientation in sitting and supine positions, angle opening distance 
(AOD500), trabecular iris angle (TIA) and iris lens angle (ILA) in four quadrants: superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal.
Results: We found no significant difference in ACD between sitting and supine positions (p = 0.053); LV was significantly greater in 
the supine position (p < 0.001); AOD500 in superior and inferior quadrants were significantly longer in the sitting position (p = 0.001; 
p < 0.001); TIA in superior and inferior quadrants was significantly greater in the sitting position (p < 0.001; p < 0.001), and TIAmax- 

min was significantly smaller in the sitting position (p = 0.001); ILA in temporal quadrant was significantly larger in the sitting position 
(p = 0.015) and ILAmax-min was significantly smaller in the sitting position (p < 0.001).
Conclusion: The anterior chamber angle was narrower and the lens was positioned more anteriorly in the supine than in the sitting 
position in cortical age-related cataract. Different positions may affect the angle configuration and the relative space of lens through 
different directions of mechanics and modes of action.
Keywords: angle configuration, body position, ultrasound biomicroscopy, cortical age-related cataract

Introduction
Age-related cataract is a common eye disease worldwide that causes vision loss.1 There are different progression characteristics in 
different types of age-related cataract (cortical, nuclear and posterior subcapsular).2 Compared with nuclear cataract, cortical 
cataract has a larger lens expansion, shallower anterior chamber depth, and more crowded anterior chamber angle with age.3 

Clinically, these changes in the structure and spatial position of the lens may contribute to acute or chronic angle closure.4 It is, 
therefore, essential to correctly determine angle conformational features, especially in cortical age-related cataract. The lens 
position and angle configuration have been studied primarily in static settings5 rather than in dynamic situations, ie, in different 
body positions (sitting, supine, etc.). Although the influences of different static postures on corneal thickness,6 anterior chamber 
depth,7 intraocular pressure,8 and choroidal thickness9 have been elaborated in previous studies, comparative studies of lens 
position and angle configuration in different dynamic postures (sitting and supine) based on precise quantitative data have not been 
conducted. Furthermore, there is a lack of studies that investigate changes in the anterior chamber angle in each quadrant in 
patients with cortical age-related cataract. The difference in the width of the angle in each quadrant with age may also be related to 
the mechanism of acute or chronic angle closure.
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Are there differences in the angle configuration and lens-related parameters between the four quadrants in patients 
with cortical age-related cataract in different postures? Ophthalmic imaging techniques are constantly developing, and as 
the only technical mean at this stage, bag/balloon technology in anterior segment ultrasound biomicroscopy10 can 
measure the angle configuration in the sitting and supine positions simultaneously, thus separately providing feasibility 
for our study. In this study, we objectively analyzed the quantitative parameters of angle configuration with ultrasound 
biomicroscopy (UBM) in patients with cortical age-related cataract in both positions, with the aim to explore the dynamic 
pattern of angle configuration that occurs with lens changes.

Methods
Research Cohort
This prospective study included 55 patients with cortical age-related cataract (55 eyes) who underwent phacoemulsification at the 
Affiliated Hospital of Qingdao University from March to May 2022. Patients included 32 women (32 eyes) and 23 men (23 eyes) 
with a mean age of 63.69 ± 8.01 years. Thirty patients had cataract in the right eye and 25 in the left eye (Table 1).

Inclusion criteria was cortical age-related cataract with grading by The Lens Opacities Classification System III (LOCS III).11

Exclusion criteria: 1. History of ocular surgery and trauma 2. History of acute angle closure or other ocular diseases (especially 
high refractive errors and abnormal lens position) 3. Poor physical condition, inability to perform sitting and supine examinations, 
poor cooperation or allergy to episodic anesthetics. Written informed consent was provided to study subjects in compliance with 
the Declaration of Helsinki and this study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Affiliated Hospital of Qingdao University 
and under clinical trials registration identifier ChiCTR2200056856 on February 21, 2022.

Research Methods
All patients underwent meticulous ophthalmic examination, including computer optometry (Topcon Ltd, Model KR- 
8900, Japan), best corrected visual acuity (Topcon Ltd, Model CV-5000, Japan), intraocular pressure (Goldmann 
applanation tonometer), and slit lamp and fundus examination (Haag-Streit Ltd, Model BM 900, Switzerland).12

A Compact Touch STS UBM (Quantel Medical, France) equipment was used; linear scanning frequency was 50 MHz; 
scanning depth and width was 9×16 mm; axial and vertical resolutions were 35 μm and 60 μm, respectively.13 Ocular surface 
anesthesia (oxybuprocaine hydrochloride eye drops: 0.4% oxybuprocaine solution, 20 mL: 80 mg) was administered. UBM 
balloon technology was applied first. Angle in the sitting position was measured as follows:14 Patients were seated in a room with 
60–70 LUX of light illumination, with their head tilted back 30°, looking straight ahead, while a closed sterile plastic film balloon 
filled with sterile distilled water was gently slipped over the tip of the probe and snapped into place. A drop of sterile saline was 
placed in the conjunctival sac and the top of the balloon gently touched the patients’ cornea to measure UBM in the horizontal and 
vertical orientations in panoramic mode, while patients were instructed to rotate their eye in four directions: ie, towards 6, 12, 9, 
and 3 o’clock to measure the local UBM angle in the superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal orientations, respectively (the right 
eye was used as an example). The system software was used to label images and output the data. Both ACD and LV were 
measured in UBM panoramic image mode in both horizontal and vertical orientations, and the average was used for data analysis. 
AOD500, TIA, and ILA were acquired in the four clock directions in UBM local image mode (Figure 1).

After 30 minutes, patients changed from a sitting to a supine position,9 and the angle was examined with balloon UBM15 using 
the same procedure as in the sitting position. Figure 2 shows the images of the angle configuration in both positions (sitting and 
supine). All ophthalmic examinations were performed by the same experienced ophthalmic technician (Yu ZY).

Table 1 General Characteristics of the Patients

Variable Characteristics Range

Age (years)a 63.69 ± 8.01 50–82
Sex (F/M) (n) 32/23 –

OD/OS (n) 30/25 –

Subjects/Eyes (n) 55/55 –

Notes: aContinuous variables are expressed as mean ± SD. 
Abbreviations: F, female; M, male; OD, right eye; OS, left eye.
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Research Parameters (Figure 1)
ACD: Defined as the vertical distance from the inner surface of the central cornea to the anterior surface of the lens.

LV:16 Defined as the perpendicular distance between the anterior pole of the crystalline lens and the horizontal line 
connecting the two scleral spurs (SSW).

AOD500 (Angle Opening Distance at 500 μm from the scleral spur):17 Starting at a point 500 μm from the scleral 
spur along the corneal endothelium surface and tracing a line perpendicular to the corneal endothelium through this point. 
The length of the vertical line was defined as AOD500.

TIA:18 Defined as the included angle of the vertex in a triangle made with AOD500 as the base and the recess at the iris root as 
the vertex.

ILA:18 First, the contact point between the posterior surface of the iris and the anterior surface of the lens was defined as the 
vertex. ILA was defined as the angle that results from a tangent plotted along this vertex to the posterior surface of the iris and the 
anterior surface of the lens.

ΔAOD500/ΔTIA/ΔILA: The difference between the maximum and minimum values of corresponding parameters in 
the superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal quadrants.

Statistical Analysis
Data analysis was performed using SPSS 23.0 (IBM SPSS Statistics 23). Data were tested for normality, and those 
conforming to the normal distribution were expressed as x�SD. A paired T-test was used to compare the differences 
between four-quadrant angle UBM data in the two positions (sitting and supine). Homogenous variance analysis was 
used to compare the four-quadrant angle configuration differences. Differences were considered statistically significant 
when p < 0.05.

Figure 1 Standardised collection of quantitative parameters of ocular UBM images.
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Figure 2 Comparison between angle configurations of four quadrants in sitting and supine positions. All parameters of angle morphology in the superior, inferior, nasal, and 
temporal quadrants of the same patient were slightly greater in the sitting position than in the supine position. In particular, the temporal peripheral iris was close to the 
functional trabecular meshwork (iridotrabecular contact) in the supine position, whereas angles were open in the sitting position.
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Results
Comparisons of Angle Configurations in the Two Positions
There was no significant difference between the ACD measured in the sitting and supine positions (p = 0.053); LV was 
significantly greater in the supine position than in the sitting position (p < 0.001); AOD500 in the superior, and inferior 
quadrants was significantly longer in the sitting position than in the supine position (p = 0.001; p < 0.001), and there was no 
significant difference between AOD500 and ΔAOD500 in the differences between the nasal and temporal quadrants (p = 
0.088; p = 0.215; p = 0.051); TIA in the superior and inferior quadrants was significantly greater in the sitting position than in 
the supine position (p < 0.001; p < 0.001), while ΔTIA was significantly smaller in the sitting position than in the supine 
position (p = 0.001), and TIA was not significantly different between the nasal and temporal quadrants (p = 0.056; p = 0.335); 
ILA in the temporal quadrant was significantly greater in the sitting position than in the supine position (p = 0.015), while 
ΔILA was significantly smaller in the sitting position than in the supine position (p < 0.001) and there were no significant 
differences between the superior, inferior, and nasal quadrants (p = 0.605; p = 1.000; p = 0.166) (Table 2).

Comparisons of Angle Configurations in Different Quadrants
The nasal quadrant AOD500 was significantly longer than the superior quadrant AOD500 in the sitting position (p = 0.015), and 
the temporal quadrant AOD500 was significantly longer than the superior quadrant AOD500 (p = 0.001); the nasal quadrant TIA 
was significantly greater than the superior quadrant TIA in the sitting position (p = 0.019), and the temporal quadrant TIA was 
significantly greater than the superior quadrant TIA (p = 0.003); the superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal quadrant ILAs in the 
sitting position were not significantly different (Figure 3).

The nasal quadrant AOD500 was significantly longer than the superior quadrant AOD500 in the supine position (p = 0.009); 
the temporal quadrant AOD500 was significantly longer than the superior quadrant AOD500 (p < 0.001), and the temporal 

Table 2 Comparisons Between Quantitative Parameters of Anterior Chamber 
Angle in Sitting and Supine Positions

Dates from UBM Images

Sitting Supine P 95% CI

ACD (mm)a 2.60±0.45 2.61±0.46 0.053 −0.04~-0.01

LV (mm)a 0.13±0.37 0.35±0.30 0.001* −0.27~-0.17

AOD500 (mm)a

Superior 0.27±0.16 0.25±0.16 0.001 0.01~0.03

Inferior 0.33±0.21 0.30±0.19 0.001* 0.02~0.04

Nasal 0.38±0.21 0.37±0.22 0.088 −0.00~0.03
Temporal 0.41±0.22 0.40±0.21 0.215 −0.00~0.02

ΔAOD500 (mm)a 0.20±0.11 0.21±0.12 0.051 −0.03~-0.00

TIA (°)a

Superior 32.26±15.46 31.23±15.60 0.001* 0.69~1.37

Inferior 31.02±15.16 29.20±15.37 0.001* 1.24~2.40

Nasal 34.89±15.41 34.18±15.51 0.056 −0.02~1.44
Temporal 36.65±15.70 36.31±15.43 0.335 −0.37~1.06

ΔTIA (°) 14.21±6.73 15.62±7.69 0.001 −2.18~-0.64

ILA (°)a

Superior 9.36±2.02 9.45±2.30 0.605 −0.47~0.28

Inferior 9.70±2.12 9.70±2.80 1.000 −0.43~0.43

Nasal 8.90±2.16 8.65±2.80 0.166 −0.10~0.60
Temporal 9.47±2.44 9.04±2.61 0.015 0.09~0.78

ΔILA (°)a 2.93±1.75 3.79±1.70 0.001* −1.24~-0.47

Notes: aContinuous variables are expressed as mean ± SD; *p < 0.001. 
Abbreviations: UBM, ultrasound biomicroscopy; ACD, central anterior chamber depth; LV, lens vault; 
AOD500, angle opening distance 500mm; TIA, trabecular iris angle; ILA, iris lens angle; ΔAOD500, 
AOD500max-min; ΔTIA, TIAmax-min; ΔILA, ILAmax-min.
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quadrant AOD500 was significantly longer than the inferior quadrant AOD500 (p = 0.029); the nasal quadrant TIA was 
significantly greater than the superior quadrant TIA in the superior position (p = 0.012), and the temporal quadrant TIA was 
significantly greater than the superior quadrant TIA (p = 0.001); there was no significant difference between the four (superior, 
inferior, nasal and temporal) ILA quadrants in the supine position (Figure 4).

Figure 3 Comparisons between quantitative parameters of anterior chamber angle of four quadrants in the sitting position.

Figure 4 Comparisons between quantitative parameters of anterior chamber angle of four quadrants in the supine position.
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Discussion
Intraocular pressure (IOP) is closely related to the configuration of the anterior chamber angle. In previous exploratory 
studies, body position was found to be an important factor that influenced IOP.19–22 However, conventional open-shell 
UBM examination requires patients to be in the supine position,10 it is not possible to obtain accurate anterior chamber 
angle parameters in a sitting position; therefore, the correlation between body position and angle biological parameters is 
unclear. Our study is based on the water-filled bag/balloon (UBM) technique,10 which enables accurate measurement of 
the anterior chamber angle and lens-related biological parameters in sitting and supine positions, while ensuring patient 
comfort and cooperation during the examination. It can truly reflect the status and differences of the angle structure in 
patients with age-related cataract in different positions.

Our study found no significant difference in ACD between sitting and supine positions, consistent with Lam et al,19 

LV is an ocular biological parameter defined with AS-OCT imaging;16 we accurately localized the position of the scleral 
spur, determined scleral spur width, and depicted and calculated LV by acoustic panoramic UBM. LV is an independent 
indicator that can indirectly proxy the relative spatial position of the lens inside the eye.16 Our study showed significantly 
greater LV in the supine position. It is interesting and somewhat inconsistent that the LV will increase but it is not 
accompanied by decrease in ACD. This may be related to changes in corneal curvature that compensates for a small 
portion of the anterior chamber depth after the position conversion.23 The larger LV suggests that the lens position is 
relatively more anterior in the supine position. This is also consistent with the observed changes in angles - AOD500 and 
TIA in the superior and inferior quadrants were significantly smaller in the supine position. These results refute the 
conventional assumption that the lens and iris are displaced backward in the supine position due to gravitational factors, 
thus generating a more open angle than in the sitting position. We speculate that another upward force may push the lens- 
iris septum upward, resulting in a narrower angle in the supine position. Several studies addressing the choroid and body 
position may provide some support for our findings. A study by Anderson et al24 found that choroidal volume and 
subfoveal choroidal thickness were significantly greater in the supine position than in the sitting position and that 
choroidal volume in the supine position increased significantly with the passage of time. Because the choroid lacks 
autoregulatory mechanism, the hemodynamics of the head are altered in the supine position, resulting in increased blood 
flow and increased venous pressure in the head, hence the choroid dilates and increases in volume. The sclera is 
composed of dense collagen and elastic fibers, which have a tough structure and hard texture. When the volume and 
thickness of the choroid increases, it can only affect the vitreous side and not the scleral side, which in turn pushes the 
vitreous forward, resulting in anterior displacement of the iris septum of the lens and narrowing of the angle. This 
deduction was further confirmed by Chakraborty et al25 who found that upon increase of the choroidal thickness, the 
length of the eye axis became significantly shorter, which further confirms that the forces acting due to choroidal 
thickening are directed towards the vitreous cavity. When the upward force from increased choroidal volume due to 
a change in position from sitting to supine is greater than the downward gravitational force generated by the lens and iris 
themselves, the lens-iris septum shifts forward, LV increases, and AOD500 and TIA become smaller.

ΔTIA in this study indicated the difference between the maximum and minimum TIA in the four quadrants. ΔTIA was 
significantly smaller in the sitting position than in the supine position, indicating that there was less variability in the 
angle configuration in the four quadrants in the sitting position. The anterior pressure on the posterior vitreous was lower 
in the sitting position than in the supine position and, therefore, had less effect on the morphology of the angle. ΔILA was 
a more profound indicator of the lens position. Wang et al,26 in a clinical study of partial lens dislocation resulting in 
acute angle closure, found that ILA was a quantitative and sensitive indicator of UBM imaging for screening lens 
subluxation and zonular rupture. ΔILA reflected the tilted and stable state of the lens in the eye, similar to the “seesaw”- 
like changes of the lens subluxation. In this study, ΔILA was significantly smaller in the sitting position than in the supine 
position, suggesting that the lens was significantly more stable and the balance of the tension of the zonule around the 
lens was significantly better in the sitting position. The uneven opacity of the lens also resulted in a heterogeneous 
density within the lens, and the unstable center of gravity of the lens might also have some influence on the distribution 
of tension in the zonule.27,28
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The width of the angle in each quadrant is variable because of differences in the race, age, sex and disease 
classification within the study cohort.29,30 In general, the upper half of the angle is narrower than the lower half, 
which may be due to the upper lid compressing the upper part of the cornea, narrowing that part of the angle, or the 
weight of the anterior chamber fluid column widening the lower part. In the Kumejima Study in Japan, Henzan et al31 

analyzed a cohort of 461 individuals over 40 years old in the supine position by UBM and found that peripheral ACD 
was deepest temporally, then nasally, then inferiorly, and then superiorly; older individuals had a shallower peripheral 
ACD and peripheral ACD in the male was deeper. We also performed a cross-sectional comparison of angle configura-
tion and lens position in the four quadrants and showed that AOD500 and TIA were significantly smaller in the superior 
quadrant than in the temporal and nasal quadrants in both sitting and supine positions, and that ILA was not significantly 
different between the four quadrants. Our findings are also consistent with Wang et al,32 who found angle closure was 
more likely to occur in the superior quadrant by AS-OCT. It is hypothesized that aqueous humor may circulate more 
easily from the top down to the other three quadrants due to the gravity in the sitting position, so the superior angle may 
become more prone to stenosis. Our study confirms that the angle in the superior quadrant is relatively narrower in both 
positions, and since our cohort included patients with cortical age-related cataract, we speculate that the superior zonule 
may has a stronger tension than other quadrants and the corresponding equatorial portion of the lens may exert more 
pressure on the iris root, causing the relative narrowing of the angle. These hypothesis should be tested with more 
rigorous experimental designs in the future.

Here, we used UBM to measure the structure of the ocular anterior segment; although UBM can clearly show the 
structural morphology of the angle in cross-section, it is not possible to scan the morphological images of the angle in all 
directions, because the anterior chamber angle is a sequential structure of the whole degrees. Therefore, some detailed 
information in some parts may have been missing.

In summary, the anterior chamber angle was narrower and the lens was positioned more anteriorly in the supine than 
in the sitting position. Different positions may affect the angle configuration and the relative space of lens through 
different directions of mechanics and modes of action.

Abbreviations
UBM, Ultrasound biomicroscopy; ACD, Central anterior chamber depth; LV, lens vault; AOD500, Angle opening 
distance at 500μm from scleral spur; TIA, Trabecular iris angle; LOCS III, Lens Opacities Classification System III; 
ΔAOD500/ΔTIA/ΔILA, The difference between the maximum and minimum values of corresponding parameters in the 
superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal quadrants; IOP, Intraocular pressure.
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